DIONIC

26V
Battery
Series

Native Production Power
Dionic 26V Gold Mount Plus & B-Mount Batteries

The DIONIC 26V battery system is a dedicated solution designed to power the high-performance
production equipment needed to meet the demanding cinematography standards of today. A native
26V battery with continuous 12A current to deliver over 300W of consistent power means you can run
large LED panels for longer, producing hours of full intensity creative lighting or drive power-hungry cine
cameras or high-speed cine cameras.
When your production demands peak performance, DIONIC 26V batteries ensure that you have the power.
● 20A max draw
● 12A continuous draw
● Gold Mount Plus or B-Mount
● 99Wh or 250Wh Lithium-ion battery
● Gold Mount Plus and B-Mount provide a secure fit
for reliable device communication
● Gold Mount Plus and B-Mount protects lower voltage equipment.
● Displays runtime on built-in back-lit LCD display or through camera EVF
● Over discharge, overvoltage, short circuit and thermal protection

Learn more at antonbauer.com/dionic26v

The DIONIC 26V

Advantage
Continuous power for high-performance
cameras and lights
More Power - No downtime
Delivering a continuous 12A draw, DIONIC 26V produces over 300W of consistently reliable
power. With no drop in current like dual-voltage batteries, your sensitive high-end cameras
and lights can draw maximum power with no stress or sudden shutdowns.
Long run times combined with rapid charging - faster than 14V batteries - means the
native power DIONIC 26V system will keep your cameras and lights running continuously
all day with fewer batteries for more productivity without expensive downtime.

Accurate information for dependable
production planning
Intelligent information
Dedicated to providing pure and consistent output, DIONIC 26V batteries predict run times
more accurately than dual-voltage batteries. The Gold Mount Plus and B-Mount mounts
provide the most secure electronic communication with camera and lights for accurate
calculations, with the industry’s most reliable fuel gauge you won’t be left powerless on set.

Built stronger to last longer
Tough on the outside, advanced inside
Built with robust materials designed to withstand the rigors of professional set life in any
kind of weather together with a secure mount to your camera or light with Gold Mount
Plus or B-Mount, DIONIC 26V is the most reliable power source in the cine industry. The
dedicated 26V design manages energy more efficiently than dual-voltage batteries using
premium cells with protection from over-voltage, short circuits and heat to extend battery
life providing the same consistent, dependable power throughout its lifetime.

Lightweight and compact alternative to
block batteries
Safer on set, safe in the air
Optional dual brackets for lights and cameras mean DIONIC 26V batteries can provide
up to 500Wh of power in a compact lightweight form allowing more portability without
being tethered to a block battery and removing trailing cables from your set. 26V power
wherever you need it - DIONIC 26V 99Wh batteries are safety certified to comply with
UN38.3 IATA lithium-ion battery regulations.

Batteries

Gold Mount Plus and B-Mount

Capacity

Dionic 26V 98Wh

Dionic 26V 240Wh

99Wh

250Wh

Available Mounts
Dimensions (WxHxD)
Weight

Gold Mount Plus and B-Mount

3.9”x 5.2” x 2.8” / 9.9cm x 13.1cm x 7.1cm

3.4”x 3.9” x 5.2” / 9.9cm x 13.1cm x 8.7cm

2.05lbs. / 0.93kg

3lbs. / 1.36kg

Current

12A Constant

Operating temperature range
Output Voltage
Charge time

-4°F to 140°F / -20°C to 60°C
17.5V - 28.9V or 25.4V Nominal

17.5V - 29.4V or 25.2V Nominal

~1.5 hours to 100%

~3.5 hours to 100%

